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Gilbert, David 

From: Gilbert, David 

Sent 

To: 

_ ~ _ _ _ _ - ~ _ _ _ - _ _ ~  

Monday, December 04,2006 4:OO PM 
‘Julie Lucas-Soderna’; VonQualen, Janis; @ Eidukas, Theodore; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, 
Conrad: @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Powell, J. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; 
@ Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, Mark N.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Polales, Dean J.; Favoriti, Richard; 
‘Robert Kelter (E-mail)’; @Jolly, Ronald; Stoller, Harry 

cc: Aridas, Tom 

Subject: RE: 06-0311 Settlement 

To All: 

In view of the email I have received, I have cancelled tomorrow’s status. 
This email string will go into the record as an ALJ’s exhibit, and the 
record will be closed. 

The ordering paragraphs appear below. Please apprise me of any 
concerns at your earliest convenience. 

David Gilbert 

IT IS THEREFORE ORDERED that the settlement among the parties to this proceeding, 
as contained in the Stipulation and Memorandum of Understanding, is hereby approved for 
the purpose of resolving the matters addressed in those settlement documents 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Memorandum of Understanding is approved and 
adopted by the Commission and is appended to, and incorporated in, this Order. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that Peoples Gas shall implement findings (6) and (8) 
through (1 I), as described in those findings. 

[Finding 61 “the Commission and Peoples Gas shall enter into the Memorandum of 
Understanding attached to this Order, pursuant to which Peoples Gas will pay for 
and cooperate with a consultant retained by and performing under the direction and 
control of the Commission, to conduct a comprehensive investigation of Peoples 
Gas’ compliance with the Commission’s pipeline safety regulations” 

[Finding 81 “in consultation with the Commission, Peoples Gas shall develop a 
program to address the directives identified by the Commission’s consultant retained 
pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding” 
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[Finding 91 “pursuant to its agreement in the Stipulation, Peoples Gas shall bring 
the utility into compliance with the Commission’s pipeline safety regulations, 
including conforming to prudent utility practices as generally understood in the 
industry and/or such practices as determined by Commission Staff in conjunction 
with Peoples Gas” 

[Finding 101 “pursuant to the Stipulation, Peoples Gas and the City (through its 
Department of Environment) shall institute a continuing arrangement focused on a 
series of regular meetings for mutual exchanges of information, coordination of 
activities, and planning patterned on the City’s arrangement with Commonwealth 
Edison Company” 

[Finding 1 I ]  “pursuant to its agreement in the Stipulation, Peoples Gas shall not 
seek recovery, in any future rate or reconciliation proceeding before the 
Commission, of costs or expenses solely attributable to Peoples Gas’ not performing 
corrosion inspections in a timely manner, as specified in paragraph 4 above, or any 
incremental costs caused solely by violation of the Illinois Gas Pipeline Safety Act 
or its implementing regulations (“the Act”) discovered by the Commission’s 
consultant retained pursuant to the Memorandum of Understanding, and which are 
over and above the prudent and reasonable costs necessary to comply with the Act. 
Peoples Gas shall operate an internal tracking mechanism to account for any such 
incremental costs. Peoples Gas shall respond to reasonable inquiries by Commission 
Staff or intervenors concerning the information gathered by this tracking 
mechanism. Also, Peoples Gas should not recover any fees paid to the consultants 
retained by Peoples Gas or by the Illinois Commerce Commission (collectively, “the 
Consultants”) in connection with or as a result of ICC Docket 06-03 11” 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that th~s matter shall be referred to the Attorney General 
of the State of Illinois to recover penalties pursuant to Section 7(c) of the Illinois Pipeline 
Safety Act. 

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that, subject to the provisions of Section 10-1 13 of the 
Public Utilities Act and 83 Ill. A h .  Code 200.880, this Order is final; it is not subject to the 
Administrative Review Law. 

From: Julie Lucas-Scderna [mailto:jlucas@citizensutilityboard.org] 
Sent: Monday, December 04,2006 2:33 PM 
To: VonQualen, Janis; @ Eidukas, Theodore; Gilbert, David; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, 
Conrad; @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Powell, J. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @I Soderna, Julie; @ 
Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, Mark N.; @ Mihrn, Jacob M.; @I Polales, Dean 1.; Favoriti, Richard; ‘Robert 
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Kelter (E-mail)’; @ Jolly, Ronald; Stoller, Harry 
Cc: Aridas, Tom 
Subject: RE: 06-0311 Settlement 

CUB concurs with Staffs recommended approach 

Thank you, 

Julie L. Soderna 
Legal Counsel 
Citizens Utility Board 
208 S. LaSalle Street, Suite I760 
Chicaao. IL 60604 
(31 2) 263-4282 {voice] 
j312) 263-4329 [fax) 
jsoderna~citizensutilitvboard.~~ 

For money saving advice and consumer tips, visit www.citizensutilitvboard.org 
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From: VonQualen, Janis [mailto:jvonqual@icc.illinois.gov] 
Sent: Monday, December 04,2006 2:OO PM 
TO: @ Eidukas, Theodore; Gilbert, David; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, Conrad; @ Fox, Gerard T.; 
@ Powell, 1. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @I Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; @I Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, 
Mark N.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Polales, Dean J.; Favoriti, Richard; Robert Kelter (E-mail); @ Jolly, 
Ronald; Stoller, Harry 
Cc: Aridas, Tom 
Subject: RE: 06-0311 Settlemeflt 

Judge, 

On behalf of Staff, I also am fine with you filing the e-mail string as an ALJ’s Exhibit and cancelling 
tomorrow’s status. 

The ordering paragraphs sound like a good idea, but I would like the chance to see them. Circulating 
them through e-mail would be fine. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

From: Eidukas, Theodore T. [mailto:lTEidukas@uhlaw.com] 
Sent: Monday, December 04,2006 1:33 PM 
To: Gilbert, David; VonQualen, lanis; @I Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, Conrad; @I Fox, Gerard T.; @ 
Powell, 1. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; @ Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, Mark 
N.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Polales, Dean 3.; Favoriti, Richard; Robert Kelter (E-mail); @ Jolly, Ronald; 
Stoller, Harry 
Cc: Aridas, Tom 
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Subject RE: 06-0311 Settlement 

Judge: 

On behalf of the Company, I am fine with you filing the email string as an ALJ’s 
exhibit and with cancelling tomorrow’s status. 

Thanks, 

Ted Eidukas 

-----Original Message----- 
From: Gilbert, David [mailto:dgilbert@icc.illinois.gov] 
Sent: Monday, December 04,2006 1:28 PM 
To: VonQualen, Janis; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, Conrad; @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Powell, 
I. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; @ Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, Mark 
N.; Mihm, Jacob M.; Polales, Dean I.; Favoriti, Richard; Robert Kelter (E-mail); @ Jolly, Ronald; 
Stoller, Harry; Eidukas, Theodore T. 
Cc: Aridas, Tom 
Subject RE: 06-0311 Settlement 

To Ms. Von Qualen and all others: 

The proposed language is fine. It fully addresses my concerns. 
We can do either of the following - 1) the parties can file an 
amended Stipulation and Agreed Order, or 2) I can file this email 
striing as an ALJ’s exhibit. From my perspective, the final Order is 
what matters, and it will reflect the revision you’ve provided. So 
consider which of the foregoing alternatives best suits your own 
concerns about the contents of the record. 

We can cancel tomorrow’s status, or we can go ahead with it. 
Consider this - I have already prepared an Order for presentation to 
the Commission on 12/20 (with open space for the revised language 
you provided). I’ve added a number of ordering paragraphs, as 
necessary to track the findings and conclusions in your draft Agreed 
Order. No substantive changes were made whatsoever. It‘s simply 
a matter of making the Order operational -that is, an Order must 
order something, not merely find something. I would understand if 
the parties wanted to look at the additional ordering paragraphs, to 
assure yourselves that I’ve not altered your substantive agreement. 
If you want that, it can happen at tomorrow’s status, or we can 
cancel the status and 1’11 circulate the ordering paragraphs via 
email. Let me know your preference today. 
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In any event, we're now on track for concluding the case on 
12/20. 

David Gilbert, ALJ 

--- ",...,,,I ."" ,..r_ .,,, 
From: VonQualen, Janis 
Sent: Monday, December 04,2006 12:36 PM 
To: Gilbert, David; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, Conrad; @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Powell, 1. 
Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; @ Spicuna, Marie; @I Pera, Mark N.; 
@ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Polales, Dean I.; Favoriti, Richard; 'Robert Kelter (E-mail)'; @ Jolly, 
Ronald; Stoller, Harry; @ Eidukas, Theodore 
Cc: Aridas, Tom 
Subject: RE: 06-0311 Settlement 
Importance: High 

Judge, 

There is some concern about using the term "response" as it could be interpreted as simply a 
written response and it is meant to reference Peoples actions in response to and to implement 
the recommendations. 

Staff has suggested and all parties have agreed that it would be preferable to replace "ongoing 
compliance with" with the phrase "continuing actions to implement". 

Our suggested language is attached. 

Please let us know if you would like us to do anything further, or if this does not address your 
concern. 

Thank you for your consideration 

Thanks, 
Jan 

From: Gilbert, David 
Sent: Tuesday, November 28,2006 3:12 PM 
TO: VonQualen, Janis; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, Conrad; @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Powell, 
J. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; @ Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, Mark 
N.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Polales, Dean J.; Favoriti, Richard; 'Robert Kelter (E-mail)'; @ Jolly, 
Ronald; Stoller, Harry; @ Eidukas, Theodore 
Cc: Aridas, Tom 
Subject: RE: 06-0311 Settlement 

.-I- ~ ~~ ~ ~ . ~ ~ ~ , -  - - ~  

To All: 

12/5/2006 
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Thank you for clarifying the parties’ intentions. Your response 
indicates that the MOU accurately reflects your intentions regarding 
the auditor’s role. However, in my judgment, the Stipulation and 
Agree Order do not. As your response explains, Peoples will be 
obliged to “comply” with the CFR, but not with the auditor’s 
recommendations (which, you point out, may not necessarily 
coincide with the CFR). Accordingly, the Stipulation and Agreed 
Order should be revised in one of two ways: 1) replace “compliance 
with” something like “responses to” the auditor’s recommendations: 
or, 2) replace “recommended improvements” with something like 
“pipeline safety regulations” (most of which already appears in that 
sentence anyway). Either revision would be simple to complete and 
would be consistent with the intentions described in your response 
to my original email. 

Procedurally, we can go forward in a couple of ways. I can make 
the revision I deem appropriate and submit the Agreed Order to the 
Commission. Or you can make your own revision and I will submit 
that to the Commission. I assume you would prefer the latter option, 
but that is your call. 

With regard to timing, there is still a scheduled status hearing on 
12/5. I assume you would prefer to cancel that hearing, which I 
would also prefer. If we can expeditiously accomplish the revision 
described above, I will cancel. Let me know your plans. 

David Gilbert, ALJ 

From: VonQualen, Janis 
Sent: Monday, November 27,2006 3:24 PM 
To: Gilbert, David; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Reddick, Conrad; @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Powell, 1. 
Mark; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; @ Spicuua, Marie; @ Pera, Mark N.; 
@ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Polales, Dean 3.; Favoriti, Richard; ‘Robert Kelter (E-mail)’; @ Jolly, 
Ronald; Stoller, Harry 
Subject: RE: 06-0311 Settlement 
Importance: High 

Judge Gilbert, 

Staff and the parties have communicated in regards to your questions below. In Staff‘s and the 
parties’ opinions, the auditor’s recommendations are not enforceable in the same way as the 

12/5/2006 
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provisions of the CFR are enforceable. 

Peoples' compliance with the auditor's recommendations would be monitored, but it is not 
intended that the MOU or Order would apply another level of enforceable requirements on 
Peoples. The requirements (compliance with the CFR) remain the same. The 
recommendations are intended to be an aid to Peoples in their attempts to comply with the 
CFR. 

The Commission has authority to bring a citation action if Peoples, or any other gas system 
operator, has failed to follow the provisions of the CFR and also has the power to impose 
penalties for such failure. 

The auditor's recommendations may not necessarily be precisely on point with each and every 
provision of the CFR. Although Staff would file a Staff Report to initiate a citation proceeding to 
enforce specific provisions of the CFR, it would not attempt to enforce an auditor's 
recommendation through a citation proceeding. 

The point of the recommendations is to point out what should be done to bring Peoples' pipeline 
safety program in line with the CFR requirements: Peoples' successes or failures in complying 
with those recommendations, as identified by the monitoring process, would not be the subject 
of a citation proceeding. The purpose of the monitoring project is to determine whether or not 
the recommendations are being followed as part of Staffs continuing efforts to determine 
whether or not Peoples is meeting the CFR requirernents. The failures to follow the 
investigative recommendations would be detected by the monitoring process, but would not be, 
of itself, an event (or events) which would precipitate a citation proceeding: a citation 
proceeding would be initiated only if some part of the CFR were not being followed. 

The parties are in agreement that it is not necessary, and they would prefer not to try, to rewrite 
the MOU or Order. 

As to the concern you raise about the ordering paragraphs, this is a typographical error. It was 
not intended that there be an additional ordering paragraph. The "IT IS THEREFORE 
ORDERED" language should have preceded the first of the ordering parzigraphs followed by: IT 
IS FURTHER ORDERED. 

Thank you for your concern in both regards 

If you have further questions or would like Staff and the parties to do anything additional in this 
regard, please advise. 

Thanks, 

Jan 

From: Gilbert, David 
Sent: Monday, November 20,2006 1:31 PM 
To: @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ McKibbin, Anne; @Thomas, Chris; @ Reddick, Conrad; @ Fox, 
Gerard T.; @ Powell, I. Mark; @ Dale, Janice; VonQualen, lanis; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, 
Julie; @ Donofrio, Katherine; @ Spicuzza, Marie; @ Pera, Mark N.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ 
Polales, Dean 3.; Favorlti, Richard; Robert Kelter (E-mail); @ Jolly, Ronald 
Subject: 06-0311 Settlement 

12/5/2006 
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To All: 

I have reviewed the items filed by the parties, including the Agreed 
Order, the Joint Motion for Entry of Order, Staffs Response to the 
Joint Motion, the Stipulation and the Memorandum of Understanding 
(MOU). I have two matters that I would like the parties to address 
before I submit an Order to the Commission for approval. 

1 .) In the Agreed Order, the Commission would approve the MOU 
and the Stipulation. (Order, p. 7, Sec. V.) Paragraph 1 .A. of the 
MOU provides that the auditor will “recommend” changes to 
Peoples’ procedures. Yet paragraph C. (page 4) of the Stipulation 
states that the auditor will investigate Peoples’ “compliance” with the 
auditor’s recommended improvements. The Agreed Order repeats 
this reference to “compliance” at the top of page 6. Accordingly, 
there is, at least arguably, inconsistency among the documents. 
The MOU does not require Peoples to adopt the auditors 
recommendations. But the Stipulation and Agreed Order suggest 
that Peoples will take on obligations with which it must “comply.” 
What is the parties’ intention with respect to the auditor’s 
recommendations? If Peoples is not obliged to implement them, 
then wouldn’t some word other than “compliance” better serve the 
Stipulation and Agreed Order? On the other hand, if Peoples is 
obliged to implement the auditor’s recommendations, shouldn’t the 
MOU explain the circumstances under which Peoples will become 
so obligated? The basic question is: whenlhow does a 
recommendation become an obligation? Perhaps paragraph D. of 
the Stipulation can be readily revised to describe that process. 

2.) Something seems to be missing in the last page of the Agreed 
Order. The first ordering paragraph says, “It is FURTHER ordered.” 
A paragraph with the usual “THEREFORE ordered” language 
should precede it. The “Therefore Ordered” language does appear 
in the last ordering paragraph, but that doesn’t seem like your 
intended first ordering paragraph. What is your intention? 

Once we’ve addressed the above matters, 1 ’ 1 1  place this on the 
Commission’s first available agenda. 

David Gilbert, ALJ 
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Information contained in this email transmission is privileged and confidential. If you 
are not the intended recipient, do not read, distribute or reproduce this transmission 
(including any attachments). If you have received this email in error, please notify the 
sender by email reply. To ensure compliance with requirements imposed by the IRS, we 
inform you that, unless otherwise expressly indicated, any U.S. federal tax advice 
contained in this communication (including any attachments) is not hntended or written 
to be used, and cannot be used, for the purpose of (i) avoiding penalties under the 
Internal Revenue Code or (ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party 
any transaction or matter addressed herein. 



From: 
Sent: 
To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

Mark Pera [mpera@cookcountygov.coom] 
Monday, December 04,2006 2:02 PM 
@ Reddick, Conrad; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica; @ Soderna, Julie; Robert Kelter (E- 
mail); @ Powell, J. Mark; @ Jolly, Ronald; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Spicuzza, Marie; Gilbert, 
David; Stoller, Harry; VonQualen, Janis; Favoriti, Richard; @ Fox, Gerard T.; @ Polales, Dean 
J.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Eidukas, Theodore 
Aridas, Tom 
RE: 06-031 1 Settlement 

Judge - 

canceling tomorrow's status. 
Thank you for all your help. 

I agree with Mr. Eidukas. An email string is fine as well as 

Mark Pera 

1 



Gilbert, David 

From: 
Sent: 
To: 

cc: 
Subject: 

Ron Jolly ~rjolly@cityofchicago.org] 
Monday, December 04,2006 233  PM 
@ Reddick, Conrad; @ Dale, Janice; @ Falk, Jessica: @ Soderna, Julie; 
rkelter@CitizensUtilityBoard.org; @ Powell, J. Mark; @ Goldenberg, Allan; @ Pera, Mark 
@ Spicuna, Marie; Gilbert, David; Stoller, Harry; VonQualen, Janis; Favoriti, Richard: @ 
Gerard T.; @ Polales, Dean J.; @ Mihm, Jacob M.; @ Eidukas, Theodore 
Aridas, Tom 
RE: 06-0311 Settlement 

: N.; 
Fox, 

Judge Gilbert: 

The City is fine with canceling tomorrow's status and submitting 
the e-mil string as an ALJ exhibit. 

Ron Jolly 

>>> "Mark Perall <mpera@cookcountygov.com> 12/04/06 2:Ol PM >>> 
Judge - 

canceling tomorrow's status. 
Thank you for all your help. 

I agree with Mr. Eidukas. An email string is fine as well as 

Mark Pera 


